
The DC

Activities with the Elements



1 Let’s Look at 
FRAMES again











affective domain



http://teach2learncoach.blogspot.com/2016/07/using-depth-and-complexity-frames-in.html



http://teach2learncoach.blogspot.com/2016/07/using-depth-and-complexity-frames-in.html



what not to do: 
only taking it halfway



are we using elements…or not???? 



1 FRAMES
use to:
✓ highlight
✓ extend
✓ enhance
✓ focus attention



2 Differentiate



http://pdsupport.cmswiki.wikispaces.net/Depth+%26+Complexity







3 Centers/
learning stations



4 Set up classwork 
or homework









Two solid spheres of radius R made of 
the same type of steel are placed in 
contact, as shown above. The 
magnitude of the gravitational force 
that they exert on each other is F1. 
When two other solid spheres of 
radius 3R made of this steel are 
placed in contact, what is the 
magnitude of the gravitational force 
that they exert on each other? 



Name the formula needed 
to solve this problem.

Newton’s Law of 
Gravitation

Write the formula needed 
to solve this problem & 
solve it.

What is the Big Idea of 
inverse square laws?

81F1

Evaluate Hooke’s claims of 
plagiarism against 
Newton.  



5 Create Task 
Statements



Task Statements:

1

Thinking Skill [Bloom’s]2

Element of Depth & 
Complexity + Content

4 Product

3 Resources + [Research] 
Skills



A For the objective



The learner will calculate the 
likelihood of an earthquake on 
the San Andreas fault after 
evaluating the frequency of 
quakes       over the past 200 
years. The learner will create 
one of three products to 
represent their findings.



Using information on the web, 
the learner will rank elements 
of the periodic table based on 
their potential problems 
and create one of three 
products to represent their 
findings. 



B For the students



Create . . .

an infographic
a chart in PowerPoint

an insurance company flier

Calculate the likelihood of an 
earthquake on the San Andreas 
fault after evaluating the 
frequency of quakes       over the 
past 200 years using data from 
earthquake.usgs.gov/data .



Using information you find at  
chemicalelements.com or 
chem4kids.com, rank ten elements 
of the periodic table based on their 
potential problems.

Then create….
a public service announcement
a series of advertisements
a story warning of these problems



6 Combine with 
Thinking Maps







Circle Map  +

Revolutionary 
War

BritishColonists



Bubble Map + 



Tree Map + 

Roles of Citizens 

Colonies During Rev. War In Republic



Double Bubble + 

Roles of Citizens 

Repre-

sentative

Non-

Repre-

sentative



Using details from the article, 
trace the sequence of events 
that led to the conflict.



Double Bubble + 



Double Bubble +  



Tree Map + 



Sequence +  



8 Create a 
Wikipedia-type 
page organized by 
elements









9 Folding & 
Interactive 
Notebooks



trianglesWhere do 
you see 
triangles 
in other 
disciplines 
besides 
math?



polygons
List & 
draw 8 
details 
about 
polygons.



conflict

What are 
words we 
use to talk 
about 
conflict?



maps

What are the rules 
associated with 
maps? Put a star 
next to the most 
important rule.



Other ideas:



• http://envisiongifted.com/applying-depth-and-
complexity-and-content-imperatives/























USE AS STRUCTURE







What are the 
three basic ways 
animals get food 
in the food chain?

List them in a 
puzzle piece.



Define an apex 
predator on the 
back of a puzzle 
piece & draw one 
on the front of the 
puzzle piece.



Create a food 
pyramid of 
specific animals 
with five tropic 
levels.

List the animals in 
order on a puzzle 
piece, apex 
predator on top.



On the last puzzle piece, 
you may choose to do 
any of the following:

Describe what would 
happen to your food chain if 
your apex predator became 
extinct.

Investigate & share your 
findings on which is more 
vulnerable to climate 
change, producers or 
consumers?

Write an epitaph for the 
grave of a decomposer. 



First: Task Cards



First: Graphing Lines 
& Killing Zombies



Next: Mad Libs!



menus!
Draw a triangular prism. 
Label how many faces, 
edges, and vertices it 
has.

Create a riddle 
involving a hexagon.

Create a t-chart 
naming five shapes 
and their number of 
vertices.

Draw three non-
examples of a 
polygon.

Create a map using a 
rhombus, a pentagon, a 
hexagon, an octagon, 
and a decagon.

Following the naming 
convention, name the 
polygons with 65, 47, 
and 82 sides.

Describe the 
connection between 
polygons and 
honeybees or lava.

Why should/should 
not monogons and/or 
digons be recognized 
as polygons?

Which stop sign do you 
think most drivers 
prefer, the octagon, or 
the circle with an 
inverted triangle & why?



Ian’s Idea: 



Colonial Exploration





Depth & Complexity 
augments and 

enriches existing
projects and 

lessons. 


